Elgin Butler’s Architectural Artisan Glazed Thin Brick is a unique thin brick product that enhances textured face brick with the beauty of superior ceramic glazes. Ideal for both interior and exterior applications, Architectural Artisan Glazed Thin Brick is an innovative product created for inspired commercial and residential designs.

1/2” Bed Depth, Wire Cut Texture Units available in modular (2-1/4”x7-5/8”), modified standard (2-1/2”x8”), modified norman (2-1/2”x11-1/2”) or modified utility (3-1/2”x11-1/2”). (Available in field, corners, and edge glazing).

The ceramic glaze properties of finish shall be according to ASTM 1405, Grade S, Type I, Class Exterior and fused to the body at temperatures in excess of 2000F. The Physical Properties shall be according ASTM C1088, Type TBS, Grade Exterior. Units with special or decorative glazes may not meet the requirements for properties of finish for crazing, hardness or abrasion resistance.
Architectural Artisan Glazed Thin Brick Color Selection

SW Stained Walnut  FG Frosted Gray  ML Maple Leap  CW Cotton White

NMG Nutmeg  SG Sea Green  WF Wheat Flash  SAP Sapphire

BB Burnt Brick  AC Adobe Clay  PB Peri-Blue  SHL Shell

GC Green Copper  AS Alpine Snow  MB Midnight Black  BM Blue Moon

MG Marigold  JDS Jadeston  SMK Smoke  BER Bull’S-Eye Red

BG Burnished Gold  TF Thistle Flash  OG Oxy Green  COG Cognac
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